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again all his previous arguments in a way which flew in the
face of all logic, and said he saw now that the Tsar was
right. 'You only wish to gain time by negotiations, but
you go ahead and bombard an unprotected city ! ' " He went
on to denounce Austria in the most excited fashion. Where-
upon Szapary took his leave.35 The exact hour of this inter-
view is uncertain, but it was probably in the later part of
the afternoon, after Sazonov had heard from lanushkevich
that the Tsar had signed the ukase for general mobilization
This may explain why he spoke of "a mobilization of fairly
wide extent," instead of the "partial mobilization," which he
had indicated to Pourtales and Buchanan earlier in the clay,
A little later, between six and seven o'clock, while Saz-
onov was still in a very excited state, Pourtales called again
at the Russian Foreign Office to carry out instructions just
received from Berlin. Alarmed by the rumors of wide-
reaching Russian military preparations— but not of the de-
cision for Russian partial mobilization of which he did not
hear until a little later 36— Bethmann had telegraphed to
Pourtales; "Kindly call M, Sazonov's serious attention to
the fact that further continuation of Russian mobilization
measures would force us to mobilize, and in that case a
European war could scarcely be prevented." 37
to Berchtold, July 29, 11:00 P.M.; A.RB. Ill, 19. Pour-
tal&s, in a telegram sent at 8:00 P.M. (K.D., 378) , says: "Saisonov has
admitted to Szapary that mobilization is impending, and added that a
note explicative would bo published." This indicates that the Sazonov-
Szapary interview took place prior to Pourtales's "warning," to be men-
tioned in a moment. Schilling's Diary, p. 49, is therefore inaccurate in
placing the news of the bombardment of Belgrade after PourtaUs's warning.
Curiously enough, Schilling makes no mention of this Sazonov-Szap&ry
interview— possibly because it was the aim of the Russians (and especially
of the French) to shift the responsibility in the final days as much as
possible from Austria to Germany.
a«Frora Sverbeiev after 5:00 P.M. (Schilling's Diary, pp. 103, 106);
and from Pourtal&s in a telegram received at 1:58 P.M. (K.D., 343).
37 Bethmann to Pourtal&s, July 29, 12:50 P.M.; received at St.
Petersburg at 4:35 P.M.; K.D., 342; Schilling's Diary, p. 48, Allowing time
for decodification, and for the codification of Pourtulfes* reply which was

